






 In the chill of the season, family and friends gather 
around the comfort of the fireplace, making your home 
aglow with life. There’s nothing like savoring a steaming cup 
of coffee or a robust glass of wine in front of a hearth fire, 
with beautiful Real Fyre gas logs.
 Experience the vented collection from Real Fyre and 
enjoy the splendor and warmth of a wood fire while 
dramatically reducing air pollutants. By burning Real Fyre gas 
logs instead of wood, you become a friend to the 
environment by preserving precious forest resources for 
generations to come.
 Available in many authentic styles, every Real Fyre gas 
log set is handcrafted and hand painted to create the most 
realistic log set ever manufactured.
 With such beautifully crafted and lovingly 
manufactured products, Real Fyre has been warming homes 
for over 60 years. Experience the comfort, the convenience 
and the enjoyment that only comes from Real Fyre. 
Experience it for yourself and Experience What’s Real. 

“THERE IS NO PLACE MORE DELIGHTFUL THAN ONE’S 
OWN FIREPLACE.”

-MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO
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Our artisans work from real wood samples to meticulously 
recreate the intricate bark detail and natural coloration of 
deeply charred wood. The burned-thru centers of the 
resulting log sets-from the Charred American Oak to the 
Charred Majestic Oak- reveal the brilliance and fiery heart of a 
robust, long-burning fire.

Charred Rugged Split Oak (CHRRSO) Sizes: 18” - 30”

Charred Royal English Oak (CHB) Sizes: 18” - 36”



Charred Majestic Oak (CHMJ) Sizes:  24” & 30”

Charred American Oak (CHAO) Sizes: 18” - 30”

Charred Oak (CHD) Sizes: 16” - 30”



Charred Grizzly Oak (CHGO) Sizes:  24” & 30”

Charred Mountain Birch (CHMBW) Sizes: 18” - 30”

Charred Oak Stack (CHDS) Sizes: 18” - 30”
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Whether choosing from the ever-popular Royal English Oak, 
distinctive Rugged Split Oak or any of the wide variety of 
different designer log styles Real Fyre offers, these 
hand-painted originals-modeled from real logs-will not only 
add elegance to your home, but a memorable touch to your 
every experience around the hearth. Indeed, there’s nothing 
like Real Fyre and there’s no other gas log like the Designer 
Series- from the convincing detail of their knot holes to their 
highlighted ends-capture the realism, texture and subtle 
nuances of nature’s handiwork.
Experience the Designer Series from Real Fyre and 
experience what’s worth remembering. 

As with every Real Fyre log set, reinforced steel rods 
are carefully inserted into each to ensure durability.



Split Oak (S) Sizes:  18” - 30”

Rugged Split Oak (RRSO) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”

Gnarled Split Oak (GSO) Sizes: 24” - 36”



Split Oak Designer Plus (SDP) Sizes:  18”, 24“ & 30”

Golden Oak Designer Plus (RDP) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”

Royal English Oak Designer (BD) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”



Western Campfyre (WCF) Sizes:  18”, 24“ & 30”

White Birch (W) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”

Mountain Birch (MBW) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”
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Since origination gas log technology some 65 years ago, Real 
Fyre has grown to offer the broadest selection of log sets to 
enhance the home. 
Through the years, the many different styles of the Classic 
Series have withstood the test of time. Traditional favorites, 
like Golden Oak will always be in style.

Experience the Classic Series from Real Fyre and experience 
what’s new again. 

Southern Oak (SO4) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”

Post Oak (PO) Sizes: 18” - 30”



Golden Oak (R) Sizes:  18” - 30”

Royal English Oak (B) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”

Coastal Drift Wood (CDR) Sizes: 18”, 24“ & 30”
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Unique in their design and purpose, these specialty sets are 
crafted to meet the needs of specific fireplace types. They 
bring warmth and beauty to small fireplaces; see-thru, islands 
or peninsula fireplaces. Oversized residential or commercial 
fireplaces will find Real Fyre’s exclusive Mammoth Pine a 
perfect fit, available in sizes up to 3 feet. Now, whatever the 
experience you hope to spark, Real Fyre can make it a reality.

Experience a specialty set from Real Fyre and experience 
what’s special.

Mammoth Pine (MP) Sizes: 24“ - 36”



Live Oak (6*YE) Sizes:  18” - 30”

Charred Oak See-Thru (CHD-2) Sizes: 18” - 30”

Charred Evergreen (ENO) Sizes: 18” - 30”



Charred American Oak See-Thru (CHAO-2) Sizes:  24” & 30”

Golden Oak See-Thru (R-2) Sizes: 18” & 24”

Rugged Split Oak See-Thru (RRSO-2) Sizes: 18” & 24”
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The beauty and warmth of a Real Fyre Vent-Free gas log set in 
your fireplace provides a special harmony to your living 
space. During the chill of the season, families and friends get 
together and share special moments around the coziness and 
serenity of the fireplace. With the choices available in our 
Vent-Free collection, you get the splendor and warmth of a 
wood fire without the need for venting your fireplace. 
The hand crafted and realistically detailed logs are available in 
variety of styles, with active natural flames and glowing 
embers for the look of a wood fire. 

Let your fireplace showcase the beautiful detail of Real Fyre 
gas logs, whether the fire is on or off.

Valley Oak (G8) Sizes: 16”, 20” & 24”

Ideal for smaller fireplaces, the Valley Oak log set is featured 
on the G8 Vent-Free burner system. Simple in design and 
function.

Valley Oak (VO8E) 
The G8E series is available for Natural or Propane gas 
in 20”/24”/30” sets, with a BTU rating of 20,000. 

-Manual Control- G8E
-On/Off Remote- G8E-**-12



The traditional beauty of Golden Oak Designer or Split Oak logs 
add to the elegant burn of the G9 Vent-Free burner system. 
Dancing flames and an ember bed, featuring an innovative 
reflective panel, offer comforting heat and fireside charm.

Split Oak (S9)              Golden Oak Designer (RD9)
The G9 series is available for Natural or Propane gas in 
16”/20”/24” sets, with a BTU rating of 20,000. 

-Manual Control- G9
-On/Off Remote- G9-**-12

Golden & Split Oak (G9) Sizes:  20”, 24“ & 30”

Featuring the popular burnt through front log on the G10 
series. The lively flames and a large ember bed with Bryte 
Coals highlight the handcrafted logs, adding efficient heat 
and unmatched beauty to your fireplace.

Charred Aged Split (CHAS)       Charred Frontier Oak (CHFR)
The G10 series is available for Natural or Propane gas 
in 16”/18” and 24”/30” sets, with variable BTU ratings 
from 19,000 to 37,000. 

-Manual Control- G10
-On/Off Remote- G10-**-12
-Variable Remote- G10-**-15

Charred (G10) Sizes: 16”/18”, 24” & 30”



The Evening Fyre and Evening Fyre Charred log sets are 
featured on the advanced G18 Vent-Free burner system. The 
logs are sculpted and hand-painted with distinctive charring 
on the front log, mimicking a wood fire.

Evening Fyre (EFV)   Evening Fyre Charred (ECV)
The G18 series is available for Natural or Propane gas 
in 16”/18” and 24”/30” sets, with variable BTU ratings 
from 25,000 to 38,000. 

-Manual Control- G18
-On/Off Remote- G18-**-12
-Variable Remote- G18-**-15

Evening (G18) Sizes: 16”/18”, 24” & 30”

The newest innovation in Vent-Free gas logs is the G19A 
burner system. This clean burning system provides a dazzling 
flame pattern and offers two distinctive styles of logs. The 
front log glows like a real wood fire and the glowing embers 
enhance the beauty and realism of this system. 

Foothill Split Oak (FTSO)        Foothill Oak (FTO)
The G19 series is available for Natural or Propane gas 
in 18”/24” and 24”/30” sets, with variable BTU ratings 
from 23,000 to 40,000. -On/Off Remote- G19-**-12

-Variable Remote- G19-**-15
-Electronic Remote- G19-**-01V

Foothill Oak (G19A) Sizes: 18”, 24” & 30”
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Sometimes the experience calls for something different, 
which is why we developed our Contemporary Alternatives 
series. Fyre Glass adds a dramatic flare to even the most 
modern fireplace. The tempered glass is as unique as a 
snowflake. Every piece has its own distinctive shape, 
capturing the brilliance of the raw edges and beautiful facets 
found in cut glass. Fyre Glass is available in many different 
color to match any decor or style. May also be used in 
outdoor fire features.

Clear GL-**-C

**ADD 10J FOR 10 LB. JAR OR 40 FOR 40 LB. CONTAINER. 
(EXAMPLE: GL-10J-F OR GL-40-F)



Azuria GL-**-F Azuria Reflective GL-**-FR

Black GL-**-B Black Reflective GL-**-BR

Bronze GL-**-Z Bronze Reflective GL-**-ZR

Caribbean Blue GL-**-N Caribbean Blue Rfl GL-**-NR

Champagne Rfl GL-**-CR Copper Reflective GL-**-QR

Emerald GL-**-E Emerald Reflective GL-**-ER

Star Fyre GL-**-W Gold Reflective GL-**-HR
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Black Granite GLG-**-B Black Pearl GLG-**-J

Blue Topaz GLG-**-T Champagne GLG-**-D

Deep Amber GLG-**-A Emerald GLG-**-E

Glacier GLG-**-C Mint GLG-**-M

Sapphire GLG-**-S Ruby GLG-**-RY

Real Fyre’s exclusive Fyre Gems can be used to transform any 
fireplace into a stunning, contemporary hearth. Like a 
beautiful opal, Fyre Gems offer a sparkling alternative to 
traditional gas logs. The reflective image of the swirling fire is 
captured in the Gem’s surface and brings a dazzling effect to 
your fireplace or outdoor fire pit. Select single or multiple 
colors to enhance your hearth or outdoor fire feature. 

**ADD 10J FOR 10 LB. JAR OR 40 FOR 40 LB. CONTAINER. 
(EXAMPLE: GLG-10J-F OR GLG-40-F)
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The newest shapes in contemporary glass are the new 
Diamond Nuggets. With a unique brilliance, distinct from any 
other, Real Fyre’s icy Diamond Nuggets set the standard in 
contemporary style. These crystal-like oversized nuggets 
radiate a clean, modern feel and are available in many 
glittering colors. 

**ADD 10J FOR 10 LB. JAR OR 40 FOR 40 LB. CONTAINER. 
(EXAMPLE: GLD-10J-F OR GLD-40-F)

Clear GLD-**-C Steel Blue GLD-**-SB

Rose GLD-**-R Pacific Blue GLD-**-PB

Deep Black GLD-**-DB Black Luster GLD-**-BL

OUR NEWEST CONTEMPORARY GLASS SPARKLES WITH 
A UNIQUE PRISMATIC BRILLIANCE
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Alternative concepts for the modern fireplace. Our range of 
stunning options combine efficient design features with 
contemporary looks that make your hearth an impressive 
style statement.
Offering a selection of uniquely captivating styles including 
Fyre Spheres, River Rocks, additional branches, wood chunks 
and pine cones.
Add a Fyreback specially designed to augment the flame 
reflection in your fireplace while providing a functional 
backdrop. 

4” Fyre Spheres- Epic Black FS4-18-EB, FS4-24-EB, FS4-30-EB 
Available in 19, 24 & 34 pc

River Rocks STN-10   Assorted 10pc set
Shown with Sapphire Fyre Glass
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FBC Contemporary
Available in Satin Stainless Steel, 

Black Porcelain or Polished Stainless 
finish, Available for 18”, 24” & 30” sets.

FBS Traditional
Available in Satin Stainless Steel 
& Polished Stainless Steel finish. 
Available for 18”, 24” & 30” sets.

Complements your gas log sets by reflecting flames & radiating heat.. 

AC-6 Acorns PC4 Pine Cones WCDC-1 Wood 
Chunk Decor Cover 

PCDC-1 Pine 
Cone Decor Cover

WC-6 Wood Chips WCH6 Charred Wood Chips HDK1 Holiday Pack

VS25C Volcanic 
Stones (25lb. box)

OCL34 Campfyre 
Logs, Wood Chips

GEOSS4 Geo 
Spheres Slate 4pc

GEOSI4 Geo 
Spheres Ivory 4pc

CS10 Select White
Sand (10lb. bag)

LF15 Vermiculite
Granules

EB1 Black Embers EM1 Ember Glow
EM1S Super Glow
(Includes Bryte Coals)

BR2 9” Oak Branches BR17 17” Oak Branch BDC4 Charred Branches
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EPK-1M-AD (LP) 110V 
Electronic valve kit. Non-
standing flame-sensing pilot.

AV17 & AV18 
Manual on/off valve.

WS-1 Wall switch for 
log set, on/off control.

WS-2 Wall switch for log 
set, on/off control with timer.

AV17

AV18

SPK-26
SPK-26P
APK-10
APK-10P
APK-11
APK-11P
APK-15
APK-15P
APK-17
APK-17P
EPK-1
EPK-1P
EPK-1M-AD
EPK-1M-AD/LP

12”-36”
12”-60”
12”-60”
12”-60”
12”-30”
12”-42”
12”-30”
12”-42”
12”-42”
12”-60”
12”-30”
12”-42”
12”-30”
12”-42”

16”-30”
16”-60”
16”-60”
16”-60”
16”-18”
16”-30”
16”-18”
16”-36”
16”-30”
16”-60”
16”-18”
16”-30”
16”-18”
16”-30”

VALVE MODEL
G4 & G45

STANDARD
G45-2

SEE-THRU

BURNER SIZE
BURNER/VALVE COMPATIBILITY

APK-15 Allows adjustment of flame height 
and heat output with a remote control. 
Decorative wood chunk. VR-1A included.

APK-17 Low profile valve system that 
maximizes flame presentation and 
allows adjustment of flame height with 
remote control. VR-1A included.

APK-11 Automatic remote 
lighting safety pilot system. 
Operated by on/off switch and/or 
remote control. RR-1A included.

EPK-1 Automatic remote pilot 
lighting system. Features flame 
sensing pilot activation and no 
standing pilot. Remote control or 
manual option. RR-1A included.

VR2A Deluxe variable 
flame height remote control 
temperature display.

VR1A Standard variable 
flame height remote control.

RR-1A Standard 
on/off remote control.

RR-2A Deluxe on/off 
remote control. 
Temperature display and 
thermal control function.

APK-10 High 
capacity. Automatic 
safety pilot system.

SPK-26 Low profile 
system. Manual 
valve control.



G4 Glowing Ember Burners 
• Classic,single burner setup
• Compatible with most Real Fyre 
log styles & controls
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24”, 30“ &36”

P45 Tapered Dual-Pan Burners 
• Tapered pan design with H-burner to 
create a dynamic flame pattern
• Designed for use with the Fyre Spheres, 
Glass Media & special gas log sets
• ANSI certified models available with 
factory installed safety valves
• Sizes: 18”, 24” & 30”

G45 Triple T Burners
• Features an H-burner setup to 
enhance the ember bed
• Compatible with most Real Fyre 
log styles & controls
• ANSI certified models available 
with multiple factory installed safety 
valves (models up to 36” only)
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24” & 30”

G45-**-SS Stainless Steel Triple 
T Burners 
• Stainless Steel construction ideal 
for outdoor use
• Features an H-burner setup to 
enhance the ember bed
• Compatible with most Real Fyre 
log styles 
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24” & 30”

G45-2 See-Thru Triple T Burners 
• Features a “triple” burner setup to 
enhance the ember bed
• Ideal for see-thru, peninsula or island 
fireplaces
• Compatible with most See-Thru Real 
Fyre log styles
• ANSI certified models available with 
multiple factory installed safety valves 
(models up to 36” only)
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24” & 30”

G45-2-**-SS Stainless Steel 
See-Thru Triple T Burners 
• Stainless steel construction ideal for 
outdoor use with see-thru, peninsula 
or island fireplaces
• Features a “triple” burner setup to 
enhance the ember bed
• Compatible with most See-Thru Real 
Fyre log styles
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24” & 30”

G46 Advanced Glowing Ember Burners 
• Features a H-burner setup with hidden 
installed controls
• Uses less BTU’s while providing a lively flame
• Compatible with most Real Fyre log styles
• ANSI certified models available with multiple 
factory installed safety valves
• Sizes: 18”/20”, 24” & 30”

G52 Radiant Fyre Burners 
• Features an exclusive stainless steel 
“booster grid” that acts as a catalyst 
to increase the intensity of the fire
• Compatible with Charred Evergreen 
Oak (ENO)
• ANSI certified models available with 
multiple factory installed safety valves
• Sizes: 18”/20” & 24”/30”

EC Epic Burners 
• Designed for use with the Mammoth Pine log set
• Clean-Burn requires no granules or embers; ideal 
for commercial applications such as restaurants 
and hotel lobbies
• ANSI certified models available with multiple 
factory installed safety valves
• Sizes: 24”, 30” & 36”



Real Fyre® Vented Gas Log Sets Limited Warranty
All Peterson Vented Ceramic Refractory Gas Logs are warranted for as long as 

you own them (Lifetime). All Peterson Vented Burners are warranted for Ten 
(10) Years. SPK-26 controls are covered by a Three (3) Year “ALL PARTS” 

warranty; the APK-17 valve is warranted for Two (2) Years. All other Peterson 
valves, pilots and controls are covered by a One (1) Year Limited Warranty 

(excluding batteries).

Real Fyre® Vent-free Gas Log Sets Limited Warranty 
All real fyre® vent-free ceramic refractory gas logs are warranted for as long as 
you own them (lifetime). All real fyre® vent-free burners are warranted for ten 

(10) years. All real fyre® glass, nuggets, gems and fiber-ceramic blend logs are 
warranted for five (5) years. All real fyre® valves, pilots, and controls are 

covered by a one (1) year limited warranty (excluding batteries).

HOW TO DETERMINE THE SIZE OF YOUR GAS LOGS
To get the perfect look, it’s important to choose the size log set 
that best fits in your fireplace. This simple measuring process 

will help you choose the right size logs. 

Measure the following areas of your fireplace:
1. Front width of you fireplace________
2. Width at the back of your fireplace________
3. Depth from the front to the back of your fireplace________
4. Height from the top to bottom of the front your fireplace________
5. Height from the top to bottom of the back your fireplace________

Model:____________________________
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